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June 4
YAMAGISHI/KUSMU MOVED THAT the Executive Committee approve Students’
Council’s use of an SU approved banner to be used at the Pride Parade but will not be
delegating the authority to speak on behalf of the Students’ Union.
4/0/1 CARRIED
June 12
CHEEMA/YAMAGISHI MOVED THAT the Executive Committee approve a contingency
allocation not to exceed $2000.00 for the purpose of repairing fridges.
5/0/0 CARRIED
June 19
YAMAGISHI/SUMAR MOVED THAT the Executive Committee approve a Casino
Allocation not to exceed $1300.00 for the purpose of printing updated SFAIC Post
Secondary Funding booklets.
5/0/0 CARRIED
KUSMU/YAMAGISHI MOVED THAT the Executive Committee approve a budgeted
expense not to exceed $5200.00 for the Vice President External Petros Kusmu, President
Colten Yamagishi, and Director of Research and Political Affairs Justin Williams for the
purpose of attending the Policy and Strategy Conference from July 17-21, 2011 in
Sackville, New Brunswick.
5/0/0 CARRIED

BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
MEETING
SUMMARY REPORT TO COUNCIL
Date: June 20, 2012

Time: 5:30 pm

2011 – 2012 MEETING #3

Motions
1.

None

2.

None

3.

None

4.

None

CARRIED
0/0/0
CARRIED
0/0/0
CARRIED
0/0/0
CARRIED
0/0/0
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GAC MEETING
SUMMARY REPORT TO COUNCIL
Date: May 20, 2012

Time: 4:10 pm

2011 – 2012 MEETING #2

Motions
1.

LIANG moved that June 20 agenda be approved as tabled.

2.

RUTH moved that May 14 minutes be approved as amended.

3.

CHEEMA moved that the attached Stand Order and amendments be
adopted.

4.

RUTH moved that the meeting be adjourned.

CARRIED
6/0/0
CARRIED
5/0/1
CARRIED
5/0/1
CARRIED
6/0/0
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June 26th, 2012
To: Students’ Council
Re: Report to Students’ Council (for June 26th, 2012 Meeting)
Introduction
Bonjour Students’ Council. Apologies for the belated Council report. I had an important meeting this
weekend that I wanted to include in my report. Nonetheless, here’s an executive summary of my report
in case you find this too lengthy:
Executive Summary:
1. I’ve networked with, lobbied to, and organized meetings with quite a lot of politicians and
PSE stakeholders since we’ve last chatted. Notables:
a. Met with the Minister of Justice to discuss about the Elections Act (I’m feeling
some progress here). We have a meeting scheduled with the Chief Electoral
Officer to further discuss this. If we can get him to put one of our asks of
eliminating the archaic language in regards to student ordinary residence in his
report to the Minister of Justice, then we’re one step closer to reality on closing
the casket on this issue.
b. I have a meeting coming up with the U of A’s MLA, Steve Young, and we plan
on discussing about ways us student organizations can get our voices heard to
other MLAs (especially Rural ones) that normally don’t engage with students.
c. I have a meeting scheduled with Minister of Human Services and I plan on
discussing about Alberta’s new Social Policy Framework development.
d. Met with two federal liberal senators from Alberta. Our asks was that they
continue to raise concern about digital locks within Bill C-11 (Copyright Act) in
the Senate and that they push for book importation regulations to be eliminated. I
have some hope that the latter may have some actual traction.
2. Alberta is in the middle of creating a Social Policy Framework and it wants Albertan’s
input on creating a policy framework that will guide Alberta’s social policies and
programs. CAUS will be creating a document that will give our input to ensure that
student issues are represented, I will be heading this alongside CAUS’ Executive Director
(Duncan), and I want all Councilllors to complete the framework’s quick online survey so
they can represent student issues.
3. Currently, the Redford government and Minister Khan have made some pretty good
comments in regards to student issues. Redford wants to ensure that underrepresented
students aren’t left out of the PSE system and Khan is prioritizing his engagement with
student leaders when it comes to his portfolio. Furthermore, a lot has been going on with
Access Copyright and Copyright Act amendments, so I’ve attached a mini-brief on the
issue so you can education yourself.
1. Lobby Meetings/Networking
Provincial MLAs
In terms of meeting with various politicians and other post-secondary education (PSE) stakeholders, it
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has been a good two weeks. I convocated on June 13th (the day after last Council meeting) and spent
most of it rubbing elbows with players who will be of interest to us. I sat on stage (since I’m a member
of the Senate as VPX) at both convocation ceremonies during the day and went to the reception for the
newly installed Chancellor. So through out the day, I had the chance to further build our relationship
with Steve Young (the U of A’s MLA; we came up with some good ideas on how to get our voice to
rural MLAs), Dave Hancock (Minister of Human Services), Doug Horner (President of the Treasury
Board and Minister of Finance), Raj Sherman (Leader of the Alberta Liberals), George Rogers (Deputy
Speaker of the Legislature), the Ralph B. Young (the new Chancellor), and some other relatively high
profile folks. (Shout outs here to my partner in crime at the event, VPA Dustin Chelen.) What happened
as a result? After the event, I got myself a scheduled meeting with Steve Young, where we’ll further
discuss on how to make other MLAs (particularly rural ones) more conscious of student and PSE issues,
and Dave Hancock, where I’ll raise CAUS’ thoughts on Alberta’s new Social Policy Framework creation.
Minister of Justice, Chief Electoral Officer, and Elections Act
Furthermore, this week, CAUS and myself met with the Minister of Justice, Jonathan Denis. Calgary met
with him two weeks prior to our meeting and explained to him CAUS’ stance on Alberta’s election act
and our desire for the archaic language in regards to ordinary residences being eliminated. The meeting
we had with him in Edmonton was more of a follow-up to see if there was any progress on our asks. At
the meeting, Denis was being quite defensive of the status quo and really was deferring any asks we had
to the Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) and ensuring that his report (which isn’t really known when it’ll
come out) reflects our asks. (Despite my tone here, the others believed the meeting went really well.)
Nevertheless, right after the meeting, we revitalized our efforts of getting in touch with Brent Fjeldheim,
the CEO. He’s been extremely busy recently due to all of the news surrounding recent election law
violations, but he managed to get back to us and we currently have a meeting set for Wednesday morning
with him. Hopefully all will go well, since it seems like we’re getting really close to changing the Elections
Act. It should also be noted that we brought Kinnar Power, last year’s Faculty Saint-Jean Councillor,
since he himself faced difficulty voting and knew a bunch of others who faced the same problem, so we
had him share his story with the Minister. It was pretty well received.
Federal Senators, Copyright Act, and Book Importation Regulation
Additionally, a while ago, I noticed that the Liberals were having a convention here in Edmonton this
weekend so I coordinated myself with CASA and we organized a meeting between Colten and myself
with two federal liberal senators from Alberta–Senators Grant Mitchell and Claudette Tardif (Deputy
Leader of the Opposition in the Senate). Both of them were excellent and super friendly. Our two asks
was that they continue to raise the issue of digital locks being permitted in Bill C-11 (Copyright Act) and
they push for book importation regulations to be abolished by raising it in the Senate and pushing their
members on various committees to make this recommendation in their committee’s reports. Despite our
first ask being somewhat limited in success since the Conservatives have a majority in the Senate, I truly
believe our second ask has some hope since it’s a regulation – meaning that it can be easily changed
without having to go through the various levels of government – and because it goes against the
Conservatives strides for greater free trade with other countries. We’re going to keep our eyes on this and
keep our fingers crossed.
Festival of Ideas (FOI) Advisory Committee Board
Pretty self-explanatory title. FOI is a weeklong festival that the U of A hosts every year that features a
variety of very popular and merited speakers and events. For some reason the VPX sits on this advisory
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board. I soon found out that I was sitting with some very high profiled folks, from the new Board of
Governors Chair (Doug Goss) to City Councillors (Jane Betty) and the Mayor’s Wife (Lynn Mandel).
Additionally, I also familiarized myself with some of the top folks at the university’s government
relations office. Overall, the meeting was great and I’ve definitely made some new contacts that will
prove to be extremely useful when I’m executing some of executive goals. (Particularly in regards to my
conference/roundtable on PSE in Alberta… I’ll explain this more next time.)
2. Social Policy Framework
The Albertan Government and its Ministry of Human Services (Dave Hancock; I’ll be meeting with him
in July) are in the process of creating a Social Policy Framework (SPF) and the want the input of
Albertans via an online. (Here’s a link to their survey: http://socialpolicy.alberta.ca/Survey) What’s the
purpose of this SPF? Good question. That’s why Duncan (the Executive Director of CAUS) and myself
met with Bill (the Executive Director of Public Interest Alberta – CAUS is an associate member of it) to
further discuss about the SPF and how to tackle it and make sure that PSE and student issues are
represented. The SPF is going to be the Albertan government’s new social policy framework that will
“guide the future of Alberta’s social policies and programs – things like childcare, employment, housing,
and poverty; issues that affect all Albertans.” (http://socialpolicy.alberta.ca/) It’s a very interesting idea.
Anyways, Duncan and I are going to work on a document that CAUS will submit to this survey and to
Minister Hancock when we meet with him in July. More importantly, we need Councillors to fill out
this survey raise student issues! Expect to hear more about this in the upcoming weeks from me.
3. News/Brief
Here’s some recent news on relevant issues to my portfolio and a 101 brief on Access Copyright and the
Copyright Act.
Government Mandate Letter
Allison Redford issued a mandate letter to all of her Ministers that outlined her goals. Here’s what’s
relevant to us:
“3. Education and Entrepreneurship: are the cornerstones of a dynamic economy, which Albertans build
through knowledge, adaptability and an entrepreneurial spirit.
• Close the participation gap of underrepresented groups in post-secondary and increase high
school graduation rates.”
Additionally, Redford talks a lot about results-based budgeting, which is something the last Minister of
Advanced Education and Enterprise (Greg Weadick) used to talk a lot about in regards to the university
fixing up its finances. Very mixed emotions here…
Here’s a link to her mandate letter: http://alberta.ca/mandate.cfm
Minister Khan’s Comments to the Gateway
Minister Khan was interviewed by the Gateway. Here are some very promising quotes from the article
and Khan. (Keep in mind that we have yet to have had a formal meeting with him yet, despite my ask
weeks ago.)
“Khan’s first goal is to connect with the province’s stakeholders, including student leaders.
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‘University students are a big component of our portfolio. They are enormous stakeholders all across
Alberta,’ Khan says.
‘One of my early goals is to get out and meet with student leaders, and have a dialogue about what
student concerns are, and let the students know the Government of Alberta is willing and wanting to
work with them and listen to them and be responsive to their needs.’
‘I can remember being a student. We all share the concerns students have, that those noninstructional fees need to be for real, tangible things that students are receiving a benefit from,’
he says.”
Here’s a link to the article:
http://thegatewayonline.ca/article/view/new_minister_of_enterprise_and_advanced_education
Brief 101 on Access Copyright and the Copyright Act
(Here’s what I wrote to the Policy Committee in my Policy Implementation Goals document.)
In terms of academic materials, there has been quite a lot going on because of Access Copyright
changes and Bill C-11 (amendments to the Copyright Act).
Access Copyright is a non-profit organization that’s a collective of copyright owners that license
copyright materials to, amongst other things, schools and libraries. From 2004-2010, nearly all
universities in Canada had an agreement with Access Copyright in which the institutions paid
nearly $3.38 per FTE (full-time equivalent student) and $0.10 per coursepack page (that employs
copyrighted pieces from one of Access Copyright’s copyright owners). On average, the cost per
FTE was $17.00, after taking into account FTE fee and coursepack pages.
Access Copyright’s agreement with various universities expired on December 31, 2010, unless
these institutions agreed to Access Copyright’s interim tariff, which was approved by the Copyright
Board of Canada a week before its expiry date. This interim tariff was drastic in that it proposed to
charge institutions $45.00 per FTE, however there would be no courespack fee–a $28 increase in
costs per FTE. However, the agreement has serious problems in that it further restricts the use of
copyright materials, for example, the ability to email hyperlinks to copyrighted materials. This
caused a lot of institutions to opt-out of the interim fee and to creatively work without Access
Copyright. However, solidarity amongst universities to boycott Access Copyright broke when the
University of Toronto and University of Western Ontario agreed to the interim tariff conditions
but paid $27.50 per FTE. A new agreement has been drafted by Access Copyright to reduce the
fee to $26.00 per FTE to encourage other universities to sign. So far a couple have, whilst others
have written non-binding letters of intent to do so.
In regards to the Bill C-11, it is a long overdue bill that seeks to amend Canada’s Copyright Act,
which was last amended in 1997. After multiple failed attempts of updating the Act, due to federal
elections and other things, the Conservative majority government has swiftly moved Bill C-11
through the House of Commons to finally get it updated. One of the negative aspects of C-11 is
the fact that digital locks on copyrighted materials are allowed to exist now. On the other hand, a
positive aspect of C-11 is the fact that education has been expanded under the fair dealings section,
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meaning that, amongst other things, activities relating to research or private study can have free
access to a certain percentage of copyrighted materials. Nevertheless, Bill C-11 has gone through
the House and is now expected to have the Senate’s approval shortly, with practically no
amendments.
4. Outings
Here’s a list of some of my past and upcoming outings.
th th
1. CAUS – Meeting – June 8 -9 @ University of Lethbridge, Lethbridge
2. CAUS – Member Schools Executive Meet-up and Meet Politicians at Stampede Events – July
7th-9th (Fri-Mon)
th
st
3. CASA – Policy and Strategy Conference – July 17 -21 (Tue-Sat) @ Mount Allison
University, New Brunswick.
5. Media Interviews
Here’s a list of the most recent news pieces that I was featured in:
1. June 11th (Mon) – The Gateway – Topic: Market Modifiers, Minister Khan’s Comments in
Question Period
a. http://thegatewayonline.ca/article/view/news_brief_minister_khan_says_market_m
odifiers_were_a_one_time_deal
Signing off,

Petros Kusmu
Vice President External 2012-2013 | University of Alberta Students' Union
P: (780) 492-4236 | F: (780) 492-4643 | E: vp.external@su.ualberta.ca
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/petros-kusmu/34/b50/605
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June 26, 2012
To: Students’ Council
Re: Report to Council
Hello Council,
Below are the highlights since my last report.

SUB Renovation
The inaugural SUB Renovation Steering Committee and Design Committee meetings have taken place
since Council’s last meeting. At the Steering Committee, major stakeholders were brought up to speed on
the project’s timeline and governance structure. Since then, there have been consultations with the
following stakeholders: Office of the University Architect, SU Food Services, SU Retail, the Chaplains’
Association and the Bookstore.

Health and Dental Plan
The President, the Vice President (Student Life) and I spent three days last week in Montreal for a set of
annual stakeholder meetings with studentcare, our health and plan administrator/broker. The sessions
were very informative and provided the opportunity to learn about different aspects of the plan in depth.
We also had the opportunity to learn about major projects on which our colleagues at other students’
associations are working.

Summer Management Retreat

Last week, all managers, directors and executives congregated for a semiannual management retreat.
Most of the daylong meeting was spent with department heads giving reports on their unit’s activities in
the past year and discussing plans for this year. There were also opportunities to informally meet with
others and discuss potential areas of collaboration. Overall, I think the retreat was a success.

Budget and Finance Committee

BFC met on Wednesday for its second meeting of the summer. We sketched out a schedule for the year,
and reviewed the following service departments: Student Financial Aid and Information Centre,
Ombudservice, Peer Support Centre and Centre for Student Development.

Grant Allocation Committee

GAC met last Wednesday, also for its second meeting of the summer. The committee received
presentations from SFAIC on the Access Fund and Awards Program. These were followed by a
discussion of upcoming tasks and challenges related to each. The committee adopted an up-to-date set of
standing orders. The committee received an update about the Golden Bears and Pandas Legacy Fund,
over which it has oversight authority.

MNIF Budget Advisory Committee
The President and I attended MBAC last week. The committee was used, among other things, as a forum
to facilitate a discussion between several stakeholders about the Golden Bears and Pandas Legacy Fund.
Discussion was focused on the fee’s governance: requirements to be met for the current disbursement
and improvements to its management in the long term.

Office of the VIC E P RESIDEN T (OPE RATIONS & F IN AN CE)
Should you have any questions, comments or concerns, feel free to get in touch at 780-492-4236 or
vp.finance@su.ualberta.ca. If you wish to discuss any topics in depth, I would welcome the opportunity
to meet in person.
Cheers,

Andy Cheema

AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING
SUMMARY REPORT TO COUNCIL
Date: JUN18th

Time: 6:02 pm

2011 – 2012 MEETING 4

Motions
1. TROUNG moved that the July 2nd agenda be approved as amended.
Seconded by PHAM.
2. HODGSON moved that the MAY 21st minutes be approved as tabled.
The meeting on June 4th has not been held.
3. HODGSON moved that the motion: Audit committee require all FA’s finance
documents to be audited by a chartered accountant be tabled until July 2nd

CARRIED
4/0/0
CARRIED
4/0/0
CARRIED
5/0/0
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June 25th, 2012
To: Students’ Council
Re: Report to Council
Hello Members of Council,
As always, it’s been a busy few weeks since our last meeting. Some of the meetings I attended in
that period include a Board of Governors meeting, a Bylaw committee meeting, and the FACRA
Board orientation. I’ll discuss the Board of Governors meeting and FACRA Board orientation in a
little depth. But, before I get to that, I’ll take some time to share my perspective on the violence
which struck our campus in the early hours of Friday June 15th.
June 15
First of all, let me again share my condolences to all those affected by the terrible violence which
occurred that day. I have seen some of the videos and pictures of the crime scene, and I can only
imagine how traumatic it must have been for all those involved. Second, let me say how impressed I
was with the outpouring of support from the university community, from Edmonton, Canada, and
around the world for those affected.
It’s difficult to summarize my thoughts and feelings regarding the events that occurred that
day. I was awoken by a friends’ text message around 2 AM that morning informing me that
shootings had occurred on campus. My first reaction was disbelief, but when I checked the
#ualberta twitter feed my disbelief turned to panic and shock. What could I do? I had a strong
desire to get out of bed and race to campus to try and help however I could. After a few moments,
however, I realized that the best thing for me to do was let the authorities and the Universities’
Crisis Management Team do its job, and try to get a good sleep for the Board of Governors meeting
which was later that very same morning.
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At the Board meeting, the first thing we were briefed on was the crime. At that time it was still
unclear exactly what had occurred and who was responsible. Board meetings run for a number of
hours however, so as the day progressed it became more clear what had happened and who was
likely responsible.
To close my thoughts on the subject, I want to express my respect for the university
administration and Crisis Management Team who were responsible for coordinating the universities’
response to the violence that occurred on campus. I think it is a good idea for the university to take
a look its emergency communication systems, as they have stated they would.
Board of Governors Meeting
On top of discussing the violence that had occurred that very day, the Board had a very full agenda
on its plate. One of the highlights was a presentation on the recent excursion to China which some
of the university administration and board chair went on. The trip was to build relations which
China, and also to confer an honorary degree to prolific Chinese scholar Fan Zeng. It was the first
time the U of A had ever conferred an honorary degree to an individual in an off-campus location.
There was also a presentation on our National Institute of Nanotechnology. We were briefed on
what NINT’s focus was, how it fits in the broader research environment on campus, and its
potential trajectory going forward as an outstanding national research institution.
We also received updates from a number of Board committees, including the Investment
Committee. I asked whether the committee had any policies regarding ethical investing, and the
chair of the committee indicated that there was no explicit policy, and that investment decisions in
relation to ethics would be made by the fund managers. I was somewhat concerned that the
university does not have any policy stipulating that its investments must observe at least some
baseline ethical standard. I may do some further investigation to ensure that the university does not
have any investments in unethical operations.
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FACRA Board Orientation
I also attended the orientation of the new FACRA Board members. This, of course, was following
the AGM earlier that month. There were many familiar faces from last year, but also some new
faces as well. At that meeting I was appointed co-chair of their Bylaw committee, and I look
forward to updating and revising their bylaws and working with the board going forward.
Concluding Thoughts
I’ve learned a lot in these last few weeks, and I look forward to learning so much more over the
course of this upcoming school year. I was truly inspired by how the university community came
together to show solidarity in the face of horrible violence. It makes me very proud to be a member
of this great community. As always, if you have any questions, comments, or concerns, feel free to
contact me at the information below.

In Solidarity,

Brent Kelly
Undergraduate Board of Governors Representative 2012-2013 | University of Alberta Students' Union

P: (780) 999-8867 | F: (780) 492-4643 | E: bog@su.ualberta.ca
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